
Opening & Closing Circle  
Follows directions (group, individual) 
Stays; participates up to 20 minutes 
Participates actively, all parts, with “zest” 
Adult & peer conversation (1-5 volleys)         
Sings songs and/or uses gestures 
Attends during a group discussion, story 
Follows rules/shows effortful control 
Theme concepts/vocabulary 
    (category name,  items, facts) 
 Sub-routine concepts & vocab 
    (song vocab, prepositions, weather,  
     time, patterns, letter of week, PATHS) 
     
 
 Interacts with peers 
  
 

Small Group:  Fine Motor 
Fine Motor Skills 
      Sensory activities:  Playdoh/clay/gak/sand 
      Manipulatives/puzzles/Scissor use 

Requests & rejects items and help (MLU;  
     oral language level) 
Adult & peer conversation (1-5 volleys)        
Theme/toy/material vocabulary/concepts 
 
 

      

 

Imitates modeled play/words Imitates modeled play/words 
 

 

 

 

 

       

 
 

 

 

 
     Handwriting/drawing/painting 
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Arrival/Departure 
Greets/Says good-bye to peers/teachers 
Locates own name in print 
Self-help skills/independence w/ clothing, routine 
Requests help; rejects help (MLU, oral language level) 
“Pretends”/writes name (at sign in) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Clean-up/Transition 
Follows directions 
Effortful control (stops, toys away…) 
Sorts by category/answers category questions 
Places items where they go 
Independence in the routine 
Concept:  helpful/respectful of our classroom 

 
Bathroom 

Alphabet song/letter naming at handwashing 
Requests & rejects items and help (MLU; oral  
     language level) 
Self-help skills/independence 
Effortful control 

 

Small Group: Language 
Talks frequently and spontaneously 
Requests & rejects items and help (MLU;  
     oral language level) 
Adult & peer conversation (1-5 volleys)         
Learns new theme-related vocabulary 
Asks and answers new questions 

 

Indoor and Outdoor Free Play 
Plays with “zest;” plays for longer periods; plays in 
     new & more complex ways; plays w/imagination 
Talks frequently and spontaneously 
Adult & peer conversation (1-5 volleys)         
Imitates play, gestures, words, phrases, sentences  
Interacts with peers frequently; has longer  
     interactions; interacts positively; helps; takes turns  
     shares; deals with big feelings, problem-solving 
Toy/materials concepts/vocabulary  
Effortful control; follows rules and routines 
Fine & gross motor skills/independence 
 
Gross & fine motor skills/independence 
 

Snack 
Alphabet song, letter naming at handwashing 
Adult & peer conversation (1-5 volleys)         
Math skills:  Counting, Concepts 
Requests & rejects items and help (MLU; oral  
     language level) 
Self-help skills/independence/tries new foods 
Whoa foods/Go Foods 
 

Transitions Between Groups 
Follows directions 
Effortful control 
Concepts:  prepositions; counting, numeral or letter  
        naming 
Theme vocabulary; actions 
Motor skills while moving 
 

 

Small Group:  Pre-literacy 
Loves books!  Participates with “zest!” 
Oral language skills (Hanen, build via 
conversation)  
New vocabulary/concepts 
Understands the story/plot and some plot words  
Print knowledge (Hanen, letter names, these are 
    “words,” how to use books…) 
Phonological awareness (Hanen, letter sounds,  
     rhyming…..) 
 
 
  

        Small Group:  Social/Play/GM 
Requests items; rejects items (MLU) 
PATHS concepts/vocabulary/effortful control 
Plays with “zest;” plays for longer periods; plays in 
     new & more complex ways; plays w/imagination 
Joint attention/interacts with peers/teachers;  
     ; has longer interactions; interacts positively;  
      helps; takes turns and shares; deals with problems 
Fine & gross motor skills/independence 
 
 

 Small Group:  Concepts/Math 
Basic concepts 
Math:  counting, number ID, sets 
Sorts, matches, completes a pattern 
Requests & rejects items and help (MLU; oral  
      language level) 
 
 

 
 

Other Large Group Activities 
Follows directions (group, individual) 
Stays, participates in activity; completes an 
activity 
Applies skills learned in small groups in large 
      groups 

 

 



 

 
        


